Abstract
Introduction
Multi-view video sequence consists of same scene with different views, which are attained by many cameras. These cameras follow specific arrangement. The key factor in the coding scheme of multi-view video is multi-view coding system JMVM [1, 2] based on H.264/AVC, which was presented by the united video team JVT (Joint Video Team). In the process of collecting multi-view videos, the color difference of different view of multi-view video sequence is unavoidable, because objective existence of the noise environment (different lighting condition) and the changes of hardware (radiational features of different cameras, also the different color they product). These differences will reduce the effect of decorrelation between different views, and then, affect the coding efficiency of multi -view video sequences. Figure 1 show the prediction structure of JMVM, a block of frame can be predicted by that of pre, post frame and adjoining view frames, the predicting residual value can be processed by the following procedure. Therefore, to enhance the performance of the successive processing procedure, like the compression of multi-view videos, etc., we need to use suitable algorithm to correct the color difference between different views.
To reduce the color difference between views, the algorithms to adjust the color of views are built on the mapping relationship between objective images and original images, which is used to adjust the color of original images and to obtain the processed images. Based on the assumption about the similarity between original images and respectively objective images' histogram, Fecke [3] presented a color correction algorithm based on histogram matching. This algorithm calculates the histogram of original images and objective images on the parameters of Y, U, V, and then, calculates the accumulating histogram according to it. After that, the algorithm will establish a mapping function to correct color based on the accumulating histogram. The advantage of this algorithm is the low calculation complexity. But, in the condition of big color difference, the subject performance of this algorithm is worse after the color correction. Chen and etc., [4] presented a linear model used scaling and migration parameters, which are obtained by the calculating Y, U and V's histogram of original images and objective images. In [5] , the paper presented a method to adjust the color by checking the workspace color table of R, G, and B. In [6] , the paper presented a method to correct the difference by using cubic polynomial, which calculates the average color of multi-views images, firstly, and then, make parallax motion prediction on the block between every view and average color.
In this paper, we present a color correction algorithm based on support vector regression. The algorithm uses the macro-block in the objective video frames and original video frames to build the training sets, which support vectors, and trains regression model in the CIELAB color workspace. 
Support Vector Regression
Support vector machine (SVM) is a machine learning method based on the principles of statistics, which is suitable to the small samples training [7] . The Support vector regression (SVR) is an application of SVM in the regression learning.
The basic ideas of SVR and SVM are the same. The purpose of SVR is to look for the best plane in the sample space, which can be used to predict the sample distribution precisely, but, the SVM is to look for the plane which can be used to divide the sample space. There is a set of experimental data:
x is the characteristic vector of the input. i y is the regression value of this character.
and i y is small in every characteristic vector,
can predict y precisely from x , w is the normal vector in the plane which the SVR is looking for.  is insensitive function applied in the loss function. 
C is a specific equilibrium factor used to adjust whether the training model is overfitting or underfitting. 
The method to calculate the extreme value is to solve out its partial derivative, then, the parameter needed can be obtained:
If we turn (7), (8) and (9) . From the deducing process above: w can be expressed as the linear combination of x , the calculation complexity of () f x is unrelated to the dimensionality of x , only related to the number of support vectors.
To deal with the nonlinear problem, we can introduce kernel function to raise the dimension of the characteristic vector. The  wx mentioned before can be revised to a kernel function ( , ) K wx , ( , )
is the mapping function to map the characteristics vector into higher dimension.
Color Correction Based on the Support Vector Regression
To build the correction model based on the SVR, firstly, we look for the suitable training data between objective images and original images, and optimize some learning parameters of support vector regression during using the SVR to correct the color.
CIELAB Color Workspace
In image processing, the RGB color workspace is used frequently. In RGB color workspace, if the value of blue channel is big, the same situation will happen on the channel of red and green. This means if we want to change the expression method of pixel, we have to change the value of all channels. All of these turn the modification of color into a complicate thing. So, we need a channel which is unrelated to all other color channels, also is independent on the each color component.
Through suitable conversion, we can turn RGB into CIELAB color. There are two steps in the conversion: Equation (11) is the conversion about RGB linear into XYZ; Equation (12), (13), (14) is the conversion about XYZ nolinearility into CIELAB. 
Selection of Training Data
In the collection of multi-view video sequence, different views are collected by the different collection equipment; the different location of collection equipment will result in the existence of unmatched area between the videos they have collected. The motion prediction algorithm can be used to find their optimized matching area and calculate their view difference under overall situation. Motion prediction algorithm is a technique used in the video coding standard frequently (like MEPG, ITU, and JVT). If we don't consider the calculation complexity, the full search motion prediction can be used to find the optimized view difference vector. T is the threshold value, we can choose the macro-block meet the following standards
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The average value of macro-blocked marked adds into the sample set S.
Color Correction Algorithm Based on SVR
Based on Visual C++ 6.0, the system realizes the color correction algorithm based on SVR. In the overall multi-view video sequence, to ensure the training samples have fully presented the view difference between two views, every SVR model should be trained and used separately, because the changing tendency of video sequence is inhomogeneous. SVR model updates dynamically along with coding process. The realization of training and usage of each SVR model is as following:
Step 1: calculating the overall view difference vector between objective images and original images, and searching the overall matching area.
Step 2: dividing the objective images and original images into fixed size macroblocks, the macro-blocks with same location in the matching area is a set of statistic.
Step 3: calculating the variance and average value of every set of macro -blocks. That the difference of the two variances compares to their average value is under the threshold, the average value of macro-blocks pairs met these standards can be added into the training set as training data.
Step 4: the training data of the training set transform from YUV color workspace into RGB, and then, to the CIELAB space.
Step 5: training the three SVR models by using the parameters L, a and b of training set.
Step 6: every pixel value of original images transforms into CIELAB space, the three components obtained will be converted by the respective SVR model. T he Y, U and V components of respective pixel of adjust pictures can be obtained, after the converted components-L, a and b convert through color reverse conversion.
Experimental Results and Analysis
To demonstrate the performance of the color adjustment, the presented algorithm is used to correct the color of multi-view video of race1 and objects2 (KDDI co. provided, resolution ratio is 6 4 0 4 8 0  ). Figure 3 shows the eight views of first frame of race1 sequence before color adjustment, where the standard view is the first view. There is a little color difference between standard view and other views. Figure 5 shows the eight views of first frame of object2 sequence before color adjustment, where the standard view is the sixth view. Compared with race1 sequence, the color difference between standard view and other views is larger. Figure 4 and figure 6 are the results after color adjustment by presented algorithm, from which we can see clearly that the color difference of every view reduce obviously. After view difference compensates the view filtering, the residual of matching macro-blocks should be coded. Reducing the residual value can improve the efficiency of compression between views. Comparison is made in the Table 1 and 2 about the residual value of matching macro-blocks of race1 sequence and objects sequence. In the experiment, using the objective view as criterion respectively, we find matching macro-blocks and calculate the residual value of it. The residual value can be expressed by using the SAD (summation of the absolute differences), the calculating equation of SAD is: 
Conclusion
A color adjustment algorithm based on support vector regression is presented in this paper. This algorithm builds color mapping relationship between views through statistical learning to the training sets, and adjusts the color of other views used a specific view as the standard. The color difference of each view reduces obviously, after the using of the algorithm proposed. Through the analysis of experiments, the correlation between views can be enhanced after the color adjustment, and the redundancy data of different views can be erased better by the compensation filtering of for view different views. The experimental result shows the proposed algorithm is effective.
